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Study of architectural design decision-making has revealed the iteratively converging nature of the activity. PACE is an archetype for an iteratively converging on-line graphic computer system with which the architect, client and user can effectively interact. The archetype has given rise to three specific packages - one for hospitals, one for schools, one for housing - which are used in practice. The system uses teletype or DVST terminals linked remotely to a UNIVAC 1108 and employs a unique data bank of design performance characteristics which can be accessed and/or updated continuously.

This paper starts with discussion of the specific nature of the architectural design activity and identifies the necessary features of an effective design aid. To exemplify the concept, form and use of such aids the package known as PHASE (Package for Hospital Appraisal, Simulation and Evaluation) is described.

PHASE consists of: a standard data file containing climatic and behavioural data; a project file describing site conditions; a solution file containing the cost and performance attributes of previous schemes; a geometry file and a program executive. The machine produces as output, at synoptic and detailed levels, information on cost, environmental performance, spatial performance and functional performance. At the conclusion of the output the designer may effect modifications to the geometry of the built form or to any of the filed data. Following each modification, the new cost and performance levels are output and evaluated by comparison with indices from previous schemes stored in the solution file. The iterative process continues until the user is satisfied that the balance of cost and performance criteria is optimal. The optimal scheme may then be added to the solution file.

Use of the specific packages may be for the progressive design of a specific building (as described above), for the comparison of alternative basic design strategies, or for the generation of the causal relationships between any pair of performance criteria. The paper illustrates these uses by practical examples.
1. INTRODUCTION

Building design is distinguished from other fields of design endeavour by three significant characteristics:

- of computer usage; architects can now choose from half a dozen programs for minimising layout on the basis of circulation; structural engineers can perform incredible feats of computational virtuosity for beam and column sizing; there is such a multiplicity of pipe sizing programs for services engineers that 'which-like' reports have to be produced to compare effectiveness.

Gratifying indeed, but: is circulation a significant performance criterion; does faster beam sizing have any payoff other than to consulting engineers; where is the virtue in reducing pipe costs by 2% for a layout in which the spatial configuration is so inept from the point of view of service distribution that it should never have been mooted in the first place? Each profession, within its own discipline, has been using the computer primarily as a number-cruncher - i.e. to undertake standard routines more rigorously and faster than was possible previously by purely manual means. Programs which deal with decision-making at the early strategic stages in design, where the interaction between the building sub-systems is maximum and the consequences have the greatest significance to the overall optimisation of the building performance, are virtually non-existent.

The computer mechanism proposed in this paper is an attempt to introduce the power of the computer to the design activity at the earliest possible moment; as such it has considerable significance for the method of design working and the relationship between each member of the design team.

Observation of the architectural design activity has suggested a model, such as that represented in Figure 1, in which the sequential stages in the activity - Outline Proposals, Scheme Design and Detailed Design - each contain three processes - ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS and APPRAISAL. Consideration of the role the computer might play in design (see ABACUS Occasional Papers 1 and 10) leads to the conclusion that the best payoff will come from its application to the process of appraisal.

The act of appraisal is considered to comprise three stages:

- REPRESENTATION - the formulation of a model of the proposed solution,
- MEASUREMENT - the prediction of the performance characteristics of each relevant variable, and
- EVALUATION - the comparison of the cost and performance characteristics of the proposed scheme with some set of criteria.
The criteria relevant to the evaluation process can take the form of constraints (which may be statutory or set by the client organisation), norms (built up from previous schemes of similar type) or optima (generated for each performance variable individually).

Working in the traditional mode, the designer (or the designer team) carries out the process of analysis and, on the basis of this, conceives a design synthesis; at this point, rudimentary appraisal may take place. The process of appraisal is rudimentary because thorough appraisal is laborious, time-consuming and demanding in specialist skills. From the rudimentary appraisal, some modifications to the synthesis may be indicated and implemented but rather than undertake the onerous task of re-appraisal, it is likely that the designer will move immediately to the next more detailed stage in the design activity.

Few designers would deny the inadequacy of this mode of working; the inability to examine more than a very few alternative schemes at any stage and the conscious or unconscious failure to check all but what are arbitrarily considered to be the few most important aspects of the functioning of the scheme, makes adequate design, let alone good design, something of a lottery.
Hence the concept of a set of three computer appraisal packages – one for stage C (Outline Proposals) one for stage D (Scheme Design) and one for stage E (Detailed Design) in the RIBA Plan of Work which will allow the designer rapidly to appraise a large number of alternative schemes, each appraisal dealing with all quantifiable aspects of the scheme relevant to the current stage in the design activity.

ABACUS has been concerned with the production of sets of appraisal packages – generically called PACE – each set dealing with a specific building type. The following section of this paper deals, as an exemplar, with PHASE 1, a package for the appraisal of hospitals at the Outline Proposals stage in design. The package owes its origin to Kernohan, Rankin, Wallace and Walters who are currently developing it within the ABACUS team.

3 PHASE 1

The package PHASE 1 is written in Fortran IV for use on any on-line time-sharing computer system. Interaction with the computer is by means of a teletypewriter or direct view storage tube terminal connected to the main-frame machine over ordinary voice-grade telephone lines. The program initiates a dialogue with the user and formats the output in such a way as to facilitate the designers appreciation of the results.

The package, which uses the ASP data structure, consists of: a standard data file, a project file and a geometry file (for REPRESENTATION of the scheme); a solution file (for EVALUATION of the scheme); and a program executive (for MEASUREMENT of the scheme). The following sub-sections discuss these constituent parts.

3.1 Standard Data File

The standard data file contains information on environmental conditions, costs and interdepartmental functional associations. Where relevant these data are stored for each of 40 individual hospital departments (e.g. X-Ray, OPD, Pharmacy, etc.).

Environmental Data: air change rates; occupancy numbers; hours of occupancy; percentage wall glazing; percentage roof glazing; day and night external temperatures; solar heat gains; thermal transmittance values; lighting levels.

Cost Data: building capital costs; services capital costs; fuel
teriffs; interest rates; building life.

Association Data: a matrix of the association values between each pair of the 40 hospital departments.

When a design practice first accesses the package, the information contained in the standard data file is that available from Hospital Building Notes, the Institution of Heating and Ventilating Engineers' Guide to Current Practice and other published sources. The file may be inspected and, if the designer so wishes, modified appropriately. Once modified (or accepted as it stands), it may remain unaltered over a large number of design projects.

3.2 Project File

Into this file is fed, at the start of a design programme, information relating to the contours and orientation of the project site. The contour information is formatted by imagining a grid placed over the site (the coarseness of the grid depending on the uniformity of the site) to each cell of which is associated a spot height above sea level. These spot heights are fed into the project file together with the angle of orientation of the grid to the north point.

This filed information remains constant throughout the design project but will of course change from project to project.

3.3 Solution File

The function of the solution file is to store the cost and performance characteristics of previous projects (N) and of earlier schemes relating to the current project (P). These data may be accumulated automatically in a manner which will be described later.

3.4 Geometry File

Into this file is fed the three-dimensional geometrical form of any hypothesised scheme (Figure 2). The file may be created on-line at the teletype terminal by typing in, for each floor of each department, the departmental code together with the plan coordinates of two opposing vertices, relative to the origin of the site grid; using the graphics terminal the file can be created on-line by use of the cursor which allows positioning on the screen of any of the departments. As an alternative the geometrical data
can be generated off-line by producing paper tape at the teletype and subsequently feeding the tape data into file.

3.5 Program Executive

When the program is called up on the system, the user is asked to identify the code numbers of the files to be used, i.e. the standard data file, the project file, the solution file and the geometry file. When running the program from a graphics terminal the user is then given the opportunity of viewing the scheme in plan or axonometrically (Figure 3); at this point the option is offered of making alterations to the geometry of the scheme by modifying the geometry file.

When the user is satisfied that the geometry file properly represents his hypothesised solution, i.e. that the computer understands his design intent, the program enters the 'output' mode.

Synoptic Output: the synoptic output (Table 1) consists of descriptors of the scheme geometry followed by indices of plot ratio, site utilisation, compactness, planning, capital cost and
energy cost. Of these, perhaps the two planning indices -
departmental location and boilerhouse location - need some
explanation. In the case of departmental location the index
measures the disparity in inverse proportionality between the
association values contained in the standard data file and the
actual distances between departments. In the case of the boiler-
house location the index measures the disparity in inverse
proportionality between the computed services loads in each
department and their distance from the boilerhouse. The four
additional columns of output are the values from the solution file
for previous projects (lower line - N) and previous tentative
solutions to the current problem (upper line - P); these are
produced to allow comparative evaluation of the current scheme.

Detailed Output: at the conclusion of the synoptic output the
opportunity is given (Table 1) to obtain a more detailed output.
Under the heading of 'departmental location' the pairs of departments
which have significantly contributed to this performance index are
identified; high divergence values indicate that the departments
have been sited too far apart, low divergence values indicate that
departments have been located closer together than is necessary.
Under the heading 'boilerhouse location' those departments in
relationship to which the boilerhouse is most badly placed are
identified. Capital cost details are output for 14 elements in
present worth and annual equivalent terms as are running costs for
heating, lighting, ventilation and air conditioning. The detailed
output concludes with the net gains and losses (losses indicated by
a negative sign) at four times of an average day in every month, for
any specified department.

Following the detailed output, or following the synoptic output if
no detailed output is required, the computer asks a number of
questions (Table 1). The first question allows the user to modify
the form of his scheme by allowing changes in the geometry. The
opportunity therefore exists to iteratively converge on a solution
which, on the basis of the output measures, seems best.

The second question simply allows the user to hold the scheme,
in its current state of development, until some future occasion.

The third and fourth questions provide the user with the opportunity
to add his current scheme into the solution file, either the part
referring to previous projects (lower line - N - in synoptic output)
or the part referring to previous solutions to the current problem
(upper line - P).
There are two main uses to which a package such as PHASE 1 may be put. The first is in the context of a live design project. Irrespective of which member of the design team generates the first design hypothesis, an explicit appraisal is produced of the cost and the spatial, environmental and functional characteristics. If each member of the design team has a terminal in his own office, it is open to him to effect modifications to the original hypothesis; the original concept and any modifications are therefore accessible to all members of the team. For every modification the cost and performance attributes can be evaluated by comparing them with the mean value of all previous schemes of similar type. The speed with which modifications can be effected ensures that a vast area of the feasible 'solution space' can be searched for that solution which represents the optimum compromise between conflicting performance requirements. Moreover, the implications of future change - in type of occupancy, size, functional interdependence, etc. - can be examined from the outset to ensure a design solution which is temporally robust.

The second context is primarily an educational one. The relationship between any pair of building design variables, such as daylight and heat loss, is not readily formulated, a priori, because of the very complex physical laws pertaining; equally the relationship is almost impossible to establish from measurement of existing buildings because of the host of other variables in play. A program package like PHASE 1, which can simulate, in a controlled way, a large number of alternative solutions in a very short space of time, offers a unique chance to study the causal relationships which govern building performance. For example, geometry can be systematically varied to establish, from the output, the relationship between compactness and running costs; glazing areas can be varied in the standard data file to determine the effect on thermal performance, etc.

Whatever use the package is put to, a significant feature is the solution file containing the data bank of the cost and performance characteristics of previous schemes, which can be constantly accessed and continuously updated.

5 IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN AND FOR THE PROFESSION

At the outset this paper identified three unique characteristics of the building design activity - the magnitude of the solution space, the multi-variate nature of the problem and the temporal variation in objectives. The call
objectives. The claim for the PACE series of programs is that, potentially, they offer a means of coping with these three problem areas:
a) a massive number of alternative solutions can be proposed and tested;
b) appraisals of all the main criteria — financial, spatial, environmental and functional — are output from the word go;  c) the implications of changing needs can be simulated during the design period, and for that matter, throughout the building life.

Any mechanism which makes a claim to tackle the problems which lie at the very heart of the building design activity must impinge on the territorial imperatives of professional identity. As stated earlier, the tradition pattern of building design has been for the architect to manipulate the built form until he had satisfied himself, on whatever implicit criteria he held dear, that he had a 'good' solution; then, and only then, the services engineer or the structural engineer or the quantity surveyor scurried off and returned, slide-rule smoking, with some check figures. At worst, the architect, meanwhile more than ever committed to his form, ignored the figures; at best he renegotiated the lengthy cycle. With the approach implied by PACE, this can no longer be possible; in the first place some at least of the environmental and financial implications are produced in black and white from the outset (the program is structured to preclude selectivity in the output); in the second place the consultant members of the design team are relieved of much of the chore of checking.

What this means is that the other members of the design team, as we now know them, are free to play a much more creative role in the early stages of design decision-making. Why should they not, in their own office at their own terminal, contribute to the optimisation of the built form in common with the architect?

Change in the emphasis of the application of the computer from the number-crunching routines in each disparate profession to the decision-making heuristics in the early stages in design must, in the long run, fundamentally destroy the profession delineations which currently exist. We are all building designers, we all have a responsibility for the built environment.
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